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Disclaimer
This document is confidential between you and Liquidnet and should not be disclosed to anyone else 
without Liquidnet’s prior permission. It is published only for Liquidnet Members, customers, and 
anyone who has been sent this document directly from Liquidnet.

This document is not investment advice or intended as a recommendation to buy or sell any 
instrument covered with it. Although the statements within this document are believed to be correct, 
they have not been verified by the author and should not be relied upon when considering the merits 
of any particular investment. A recipient should consider their own financial situation, investment 
objectives and seek independent advice, where appropriate, before making any investment.
 
This document does not and is not intended to constitute legal advice. It is provided on a non-reliance 
basis and all recipients should seek their own independent legal advice in relation to the matters 
discussed in this document.

All presented data may be subject to slight variations. All data and figures are Liquidnet internal data 
unless stated otherwise.
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Redefining best execution as a global standard
 
Asset managers have always needed to demonstrate “best execution”, but under MiFID II, 
firms now need to provide detailed analysis regarding their Top 5 counterparties. This level 
of regulatory scrutiny looks set to continue with the FCA’s recent announcement that asset 
managers will now have to make an annual assessment of value as part of their obligation to act 
in the best interest of their clients1. Yet, it is not only those that are governed by MiFID II who 
are taking note; asset managers across the globe are facing increasing demands to demonstrate 
“best execution” through quantitative and qualitative evidence; not only to win new mandates 
but also retain existing ones. 

Liquidnet has reviewed the 2017 and 2018 “best execution” RTS 28 and Article 65.6 disclosures 
for equities from 70 asset managers to understand the level of impact on the execution 
landscape, as well as the challenges buy-side firms are facing in the production of these reports.

Although the level of disclosure has improved year on year, one remaining challenge for asset 
managers is the quality of the data reported by venues under RTS 27. When MiFID II was first 
introduced, the regulatory assumption was that buy-side firms would be able to analyse the 
quality of execution provided by venues from RTS 27 data and feed this information back into 
their best execution processes. However, this has not materialised in practice. RTS 27 reports 
illustrate that access to complete, uniform and accurate sets of data remains elusive for many, 
making meaningful comparison between the venues challenging and limiting the ability to 
adjust execution processes accordingly. 

Without access to fully transparent and accurate datasets, “best execution” risks remaining 
at the theoretical stage, rather than delivering real value to end-investors. Addressing the 
remaining data quality issues to ensure greater transparency is paramount. According to 
ESMA, ten trillion euros are sitting in EU savings accounts with low interest rates rather 
than being invested in the European economy2 due to a lack of trust in financial markets. This 
statement matters both for market participants and for any potential new investors looking to 
finance the European economy as well as the companies themselves looking to raise finance. It 
is the regulators’ view that only when retail investors feel sufficiently protected will they return 
to European capital markets.

Changing liquidity landscape: What are we learning from the data

Article 65.6 

The separation of execution services from the provision of research has enabled trading desks 
to analyse the quality of execution received on a trade by trade basis and adjust their lists 
purely based on the performance of their brokers. As the evaluation process is becoming more 
quant-based and buy side firms only share a slice of the flow they are looking to execute, best 
execution disclosures reveal a changing dynamic for equities. In 2017, US and EU bulge bracket 
banks respectively represented 44% and 23% of brokers reported under Article 65.6. In 2018, 
while they remain predominant, their market share has shrunk significantly to 35% and 20% 
respectively (see exhibits 1 and 2). 

The question is, who is now benefitting from this change in market dynamics? It appears that 
with unbundling firms are now allowing for greater diversification in their broker lists: Big 
global banks used to be in every top 5 and while this still holds true for some buy-side firms, tier 
2 banks and boutique/niche brokers are emerging as the strong winners of this change. In 2017, 
other liquidity providers used to represent 15% of the market, in 12 months, that market share 
has increased to 26%. With buy-side trading desks enjoying greater freedom to decide where 
to execute regardless of the provision of research, it is a possibility that a more diverse range of 
brokers will enter the top 5 brokers lists in the years to come. 

1     https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-sets-out-next-steps-improve-competition-uk-asset-management-industry 
2     https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma71-99-635_the_state_of_european_financial_markets_-_steven_

maijoor_opening_address_esma_conference.pdf 
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Exhibits 1 and 2: Type of brokers reported for equities

Top 5 brokers for equities 2017 

Top 5 brokers for equities 2018 

Source: Liquidnet market commentary, May 2019

Agency brokers have also been on the rise since the introduction of MiFID II. As managing 
conflicts of interest and evidencing best execution have become central pillars under MiFID 
II, buy side firms have decided to shift their trading to agency brokers, including ITG and 
Liquidnet. These firms now account for 13% of counterparties reported by asset managers, up 
from 10% in 2017. As Brexit and the future direction of European politics continue to unfold, it  
is likely that broker lists will continue to reflect an evolving liquidity landscape.

RTS 28

Comparisons with RTS 28 reports from 2017 and 2018 are limited. Although SIs existed under 
MiFID I, their construct was less widely used than under MiFID II which banned broker crossing 
networks (BCNs). Based on 2018 data, the SIs operated by US bulge bracket banks have a 
sizeable market share, representing 42% of venues used by buy-side firms reviewed. EU bulge 
brackets also remain largely ahead representing 21% of the market (see exhibit 3). Yet, the 
presence of some ELP SIs in firms’ top 5 venues show the accrued interest by asset managers to 
trade directly on these venues without using an intermediary. This could be explained by the 
conflict of interest emerging from bank SIs: Asset managers need to ensure that an order sent 
to a broker operating an SI will be executed with the objective of obtaining the best outcome for 
its clients, whether it is on that SI or routed to another venue. As the prioritization and routing 
logic of an SI is often opaque, asset managers may favour the greater transparency associated 
with ELP SIs. 
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Exhibit 3: Type of top 5 venues for equities 

Source: Liquidnet market commentary, May 2019

Another interesting highlight from RTS 28 reports is that UK SIs represent 8% of venues 
reported under RTS 28 while EU SIs have a market share of 4%. Depending on the outcome of 
the Brexit negotiations, these statistics are likely to change as banks are expected to operate SIs 
in the two jurisdictions, which could possibly lead to greater fragmentation of liquidity between 
the EU and UK making evidencing best selection and best execution increasingly challenging.

2018 vs 2017 Reporting: What has changed?

The end of April marked the second deadline for investment firms subject to MiFID II to publish 
their best execution reports from the preceding year. As per guidance from ESMA, 2017 reports 
were on a best effort basis, given RTS 28/Article 65.6 reports were due ahead of the first RTS 27 
publications from venues3; the assumption was that 2018 reports would provide a more accurate 
picture of execution quality, enabling firms to adjust their execution process regularly as market 
conditions evolve. European regulators are expecting firms to evidence they are effectively 
monitoring execution outcomes on an ongoing basis. Any sub-optimal outcomes should be 
identified and rectified, taking into account new services and venues available. 

Step 1: RTS 28 or Article 65.6
Asset managers are required to produce two reports separating trades executed directly on 
venues (RTS 28) from those transmitted to a broker (Article 65.6). The objective of producing 
two separate reports is to give end-investors greater transparency over the investment process 
and decisions made on their behalf, and to understand how and where asset managers place or 
execute orders. 

In 2017, 56% of the asset managers reviewed only provided one report combining both venues 
and brokers (see exhibit 4). The lack of differentiation between broker and venues made it 
difficult to understand the execution method preferred by the asset manager. For example, 
an asset manager could choose a broker that could execute an order either directly on its SI, 
an execution venue under MiFID II, or provide receipt and transmission services to execute 
the order on behalf of the asset manager on another venue. The first execution method would 
require the buy side to complete an RTS 28 report (executing directly on a venue); the second,  
an Article 65.6 report for executing the order via a broker.

The 2018 reports for the same sample set of asset managers reviewed in 2017 showed that 
only 30% did not separate venues from brokers (see exhibit 5). There are several reasons for 
the improved reporting: firstly, greater transparency from the sell side regarding who asset 
managers are trading with and in what capacity. Secondly, the SI construct is used more 
prevalently than pre-MiFID II. As the number of sell-side providers reaching the SI threshold set 
by ESMA rose by 79%, from 116 in August 2018 to 208 today, the reporting of SI venues under 
RTS 28 has also increased4. 

3    https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma35-43-349_mifid_ii_qas_on_investor_protection_topics.pdf
4    https://registers.esma.europa.eu/publication/searchRegister?core=esma_registers_upreg
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Exhibits 4 and 5: Was there a clear distinction between trades executed directly on venue 
(RTS 28) vs trades transmitted to a broker (Article 65.6) for equities in 2017? In 2018?

Source: Liquidnet Market Structure Commentary, May 2019

However, determining who the buy side is executing against can be challenging when the 
firm does not separate brokers from venues. For example, the review of a combined RTS 28 
and Article 65.6 report produced by one asset manager highlighted the difficulty faced in 
determining the underlying nature of the trading relationship. Some of the counterparties 
present on the report appeared to be brokers according to the ESMA register which would 
require an Article 65.6 report. The firm also provided information on passive and aggressive 
orders; however, this is only required when firms are directly executing on a venue or when 
a “portfolio manager or transmitter of orders has attached a specific instruction to an order, 
and that instruction is understood to mean that the broker will execute the order in a fashion 
that is either passive or aggressive within the meaning of the definition provided under RTS 
28”5. Ultimately, the lack of distinction between when firms are executing direct on a venue 
(such as an SI) or when they are routing an order to a broker to execute on their behalf makes it 
challenging for the end-investor to understand the quality of execution achieved. 

Step 2: Accessibility for two years
Information, such as where and how orders are being executed, was historically considered 
proprietary and confidential. While many firms question the benefit in making this information 
publicly available to end-investors, the obligation for firms to make public their top 5 brokers 
and top 5 venues has nevertheless been an important step as the industry looks to improve 
overall transparency. 

According to ESMA, RTS 28/Article 65.6, reports should “be made available to the public, 
without any charges, in a machine-readable electronic format”⁶. They can be published directly 
on the firm’s respective website, provided the reports are in an easily identifiable location 
without any access limitations such as a firewall, passwords or any other restrictions. For most 
firms, reports are easily accessible from their website’s main page under a regulatory disclosures 
tab. However, ESMA guidance requires RTS 28/Article 65.6 to be published annually and to 
make the reports available for a period of two years, yet 26% of firms reviewed have replaced the 
2017 version with the 2018 report (see exhibit 6). 
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5    https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma35-43-349_mifid_ii_qas_on_investor_protection_topics.pdf
6    https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma35-43-349_mifid_ii_qas_on_investor_protection_topics.pdf
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Exhibit 6: Were both the 2017 and 2018 reports available? 

Source: Liquidnet Market Structure Commentary, May 2019

Step 3: Relevance of the data
Regulators anticipated that the new MiFID II reporting requirements would provide the 
industry with better and more accurate data to feed back into their execution processes. 
However, data made available through the annual RTS 28/article 65.6 have been somewhat 
disappointing for the industry, requiring additional resources and admin work from investment 
firms while the data are, at best, meaningless. 

One example is the reporting of internal crosses by investment firms. Global asset managers 
with trading desks located in different jurisdictions, such as in the U.S. or in Asia, would report 
their top 5 brokers trades transmitted to colleagues in different jurisdictions, providing little 
information about the liquidity provider on the other end of the trade. 

Similarly, as UCITs funds are not subject to the obligation of producing best execution reports, 
except for the UK where the FCA has gold-plated this requirement for UCITs funds, European 
firms managing both MiFID II and UCITs funds are only required to report for funds under the 
MiFID II directive, as a result excluding UCITs trades. This creates challenges from an investor 
perspective as to how much volume is being reported and whether the data is representative of a 
firm’s execution strategies. 

Making sense of RTS 27 reports comes as an additional challenge for asset managers given the 
lack of standardization and uniformity in the datasets produced by venues. Without improved 
data quality, trying to analyse the output requires investment in meaningful resources by the 
buy side at a time where financial constraints are putting greater pressure on smaller firms that 
lack budgetary bandwidth. For the industry to fully benefit from greater transparency from 
the sell side, a serious reconsideration from the regulators is needed to determine what data is 
required  and enable greater standardization in data publications across the industry. 

Taking best execution to the next stage

MiFID II may have introduced new obligations on best execution, but it is asset owners across 
the globe that are leading the change and provision of greater transparency as a global 
standard. Transparency will drive future competition, whether it is in the U.S., where some 
asset owners are lobbying for asset managers to be able to unbundle research from execution in 
order to understand how much they are being charged and for what; or in Australia where the 
introduction of RG 97 requires greater transparency over costs and charges. As firms redefine 
their investment processes to remain ahead of the curve and evidence the value they deliver 
to end-investors, those who fail to adapt to this new age of transparency will ultimately be left 
behind as the industry continues to evolve. 

Greater transparency will require continued behavioural and cultural change within 
organisations as well as the adoption of new technologies to achieve greater efficiency. However, 
one of the remaining challenges for the regulators and industry to address is the access of 
uniformed and standardized datasets to enable firms to process greater amounts of data and 
feed it back into their execution processes. As the selection of brokers becomes increasingly 
dependent on performance and quantitative facts, trading behaviours will continue to adjust 
and firms will route orders where they can obtain the best execution mix. Only when the 
industry has access to more accurate and higher quality data in standardised formats can a truly 
competitive execution landscape evolve.
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